


STELLINGEN

behorende bij het proefschrift

Transformation properties of the effective action for gauge theories

]. Indien de matrices U(a) * exp[a L.] een representatie vormen van

een Lie-groep G met struktuurkonstanten c .. en de matrices M en N,

met behulp waarvan een parametrisatie kan worden gegeven van eindi-
i i k i

ge ijktransformaties, gedefinieerd zijn als M . • c . a en B . •
i 2 2 i J kj j

a a./9 (met 9 » a a.)» dan gelden de volgende bruikbare eigen-

schappen:

462(6^ -

NH

2. In tegenstelling tot de in de litteratuur gebruikelijke methode om

de kritische waarde van de koppelingskonstante te bepalen, waarvoor

de energie van een gebonden toestand voor een deeltje in een Coulomb-

potentiaal, beschreven door de Diracvergelijking, de grens van de

positronzee bereikt, kan deze waarde eenvoudiger worden bepaald door

de Diracvergelijking direkt op te lossen voor het geval € « -1 (in

eenheden waarvoor h - c - m - 1).

3. De door Baeteman voorgestelde regularisatiemethode voor de Schrö-

ing n
-iA

2 2 2
dingervergelijking met een potentiaal g /r , waarbij g wordt ver-

vangen door C e m is inconsistent. De definitie van de fysische

limiet voor een aantrekkende potentiaal door A naar +TT te laten na-

deren is dan ook hoogst twijfelachtig.

M.L. Baeteman, proefschrift (Brussel, 1973).

4. De methode van Frauenf elder en Stef f en voor de afleiding van de hoek-

korrelatiefunktie voor een coincidentiemeting bij een twee-staps

cascade, waarbij ieder niveau eenduidig gekarakteriseerd kan worden

door een set quantumgetallen, kan eenvoudig gegeneraliseerd worden

tot het geval dat het beginniveau een hoog-aangeslagen toestand van



het kontinuüm is en niet meer eenduidig bepaald is door een set

quantumgetallen.

H. Frauenfelder and R.M. Steffen, in a-, 8- and y-ray spea-

tvosoopy (North-Holland, Amsterdam, 1965).

R.E. Horstman et al., Nuol. Phys. A248 (1975) 291.

5. Het door B.W. Lee gegeven bewijs, dat de effektieve aktie voor een

ijkveldentheorie renormaliseerbaar is, vertoont inconsistenties,

doordat het aantal renormalisatiekonstanten niet gelijk is aan het

aantal ingevoerde parameters, die de renormalisatiekonstanten uniek

dienen vast te leggen.

B.W. Lee, Proa. Les Houah.es Summersahool 1975 (North-Holland,

Amsterdam, 1976).

6. De afhankelijkheid van de effektieve aktie van de gekozen ijk ver-

dwijnt, indien de uitwendige lijnen op de massaschil gekozen wor-

den. Dit garandeert dat de S-matrix ijkonafhankelijk is.

7. De algebra van de invariantie-transformaties voor de fysische effek-

tieve aktie van een ijkveldentheorie is niet gesloten en genereert

invariantie-transformaties, die oorspronkelijk niet aanwezig waren

en die evenredig zijn met de veldvergelijkingen.

8. De countertermen voor ïjktransformaties zijn eenduidig bepaald door

de countertermen van de Lagrangiaan, invariant onder deze transfor-

maties.

9. De effektieve aktie voor een ijkveldentheorie kan niet meer worden

opgesplitst in afzonderlijk invariante stukken, zoals het geval is

voor de invariante Lagrangiaan.

10. Het principe van Bragg-dif f raktie van Rontgenstral ing aan een kristal-

rooster kan voor onderwijsdoeleinden eenvoudig gedemonstreerd wor-

den door een analoog experiment uit te voeren, waarbij microgolven

verstrooid worden aan een makroskopisch rooster van metalen bolle-

tjes en het interferentiepatroon zichtbaar wordt gemaakt met behulp

van een oscilloscoop.



fit'

11. De selektieve verontwaardiging, zowel inhoudelijk als ideologisch,

van zowat alle regeringen over de schending van de rechten van de

mens, vormt een van de grootste obstakels in de strijd voor af-

schaffing van deze wantoestanden.

29 november 1978 C.M.E. Otten

Zandhofsestraat 98

Utrecht
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CHAPTER I

GAUGE THEORIES AND SOME FIELD THEORETICAL METHODS
?**

1. Introduction

Ever since the by now classical paper by Yang and Mills in

1954, gauge theories have had a considerable impact on the

physics of elementary particles. Especially during the last ten

years, due to new developments in gauge field theories, much

progress has been made in understanding the fundamental interac-

tions in nature. A well-known example is of course the attempt

to give a unified description of weak- and electromagnetic

interactions, such as the standard SU(2) x U(1) model of

Weinberg. But also attempts to describe the strong interactions

(quantum chromodynamics) and gravitation (supersymmetry) by

means of a gauge field theory have had considerable success.

As far as the experimental status of gauge theories is

concerned, we can say that the discovery of neutral currents,

charm and the explanation of low-energy theorems and the alge-

bra of currents are all very encouraging. The existence of new

elementary particles, such as the weak intermediate vector

bosons and Higgs mesons, which are predicted by gauge models of

weak- and electromagnetic interactions, has however not yet

been confirmed experimentally, supposedly because of the very

high masses of these particles.

From a theoretical point of view, gauge theories are very

attractive to describe the interactions of elementary particles.
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Renormalizability, unitarity, asymptotic freedom and not in the

least the possibility of a unification of all interactions, are

some of the features which make gauge theories worthwile study-

ing.

The most important property of gauge theories is the

internal symmetry, which they possess. These symmetry properties

play a crucial role in proving for instance renormalizability

and unitarity. These proofs rely very much on what are called

the generalized Ward-Takahashi or Slavnov-Taylor identities,

which contain the full symmetry of the theory. However, in ana-

lysing the renormalizability of non-abelian gauge theories, one

uses in general a procedure which is phrased in terms of so-

called proper vertices. Therefore, one has to extract informa-

tion on proper vertices from the Slavnov-Taylor identities,

obeyed by total and connected Green's functions. Obviously,

these proofs would be simplified considerably if the Slavnov-

Taylor identities for proper vertices could be used directly.

Indeed, once these identities were known, renormalizability,

gauge independence of the S-matrix, etc., could be proven in a

much more simple and elegant way. Moreover, one might expect to

be able to derive, using the Slavnov-Taylor identities for

proper vertices, new relations between physical processes

(analogous to for instance the Adler-Weisberger relation).

In order to derive the Slavnov-Taylor identities for prop-

er graphs, one has to introduce a generating functional for

these graphs (see section 3 of this chapter). This functional

is often called the effective action, because it is a straight-

forward generalization of the action for gauge theories and

reduces to it in lowest approximation. The main purpose of this
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thesis is to investigate the gauge invariance properties of the

effective action. In fact, the Slavnov-Taylor identities for

the effective action are nothing but a compact formulation of

the gauge symmetry properties of the theory.

In chapter II of this thesis we focus on the derivation of

the Slavnov-Taylor identities for a general gauge theory, espe-

cially the identities for proper vertices. For this purpose we

will make use of the so-called B.R.S. transformations, which

are an example of local supersymmetry transformations. An anal-

ysis of the group- and invariance structure of the effective

action is given, using both diagrammatic and functional tech-

niques. Moreover, the Slavnov-Taylor identities will be written

out explicitly up to the order g , where g is the coupling con-

stant of the theory. Following B.W. Lee we show how to prove

renormalizability of so-called spontaneously broken non-abelian

gauge theories, using the Slavnov-Taylor identities for proper

vertices.

The general theory outlined in chapter II will be applied

to an SU(2) model containing vector bosons, scalar particles

and leptons. Specifically, the interplay between finite one-

loop effects and the invariance structure of the model will be

studied in a certain limit (the so-called large Higgs mass

limit). It will be shown that the results can be fully inter-

preted on the basis of the Slavnov-Taylor identities for proper

vertices. This will be done in chapter III.

In understanding gauge theories a knowledge of certain

field theoretical methods is indispensable. There are several

formalisms known in quantum field theory and it is more or less

a matter of taste which method one wants to use. The development



of gauge theories owes much to combinatorical and diagrammatic

methods as well as to path integral and functional techniques.

Both formalisms will be used extensively throughout this thesis.

Because path integrals are very well suited for deriving the

Slavnov-Taylor identities for proper vertices, we will give an

outline of these methods in section 3. As in any field theory

one has to use a suitable regularization procedure. For gauge

theories, the so-called dimensional regularization method has

been proven to be very useful and we will discuss it briefly in

section 4. In section 2 a resume of the content of gauge theo-

ries will be presented.

2. Gauge field theories

In field theories particles are represented by space-time

dependent fields, denoted by $^. The index i stands for all the

labels necessary to describe the field, as there are the space-

time variables x = (x,t), Lorentz index u or any internal vari-

able like spinor index, group index, etc.

The basic object in a field theory is the Lagrangian £, a

function of the fields <)> • and its first order derivatives with

respect to x: £ = JC (<j>,3<)0 • Let us take as an example the

Lagrangian of a free complex scalar field

where <(> is an N-component field. The step to a gauge field

theory can be made if the Lagrangian possesses a symmetry. The

Lagrangian of our example has the following symmetry:
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= expl-ig

The matrices U(A) form a Lie group. The index a takes on as

many values as there are group generators. The matrices L ,

which are taken to be hermitean, are the generators of an N-di-

mensional representation of the above-mentioned group. It must

be noted that £• is only invariant if the A's are space-time

independent. One then speaks of a global symmetry or symmetry

of the first kind. Because we are dealing with a Lie group the

generators L& satisfy: [La,LbJ = fabcLc, where the fabc's are

the structure constants.

The idea of gauge theories now is to extend this global

symmetry to a so-called local symmetry or symmetry of the

second kind by allowing the Aa's to be space-time dependent.

This can be done by changing the Lagrangian into:

= -(D

where the covariant derivative D <j> is defined as:

D<)>= (3 -igWL)<fi .

The fields W are called gauge vector bosons. The transforma-

tion properties must be such as to restore the invariance of

the Lagrangian:

WaL -> Wa

v a p
\ = U(A)[waLa-| U"

1(A)3uU(A)]u"
1(A) .

To obtain the Feynman rules from a Lagrangian, one has to split

• • • • « . • . . . ,
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it up into a free part, containing all the terms quadratic in

the fields, and an interaction part, consisting of all the

remaining terms. The inverse of the quadratic part of the

Lagrangian is proportional to the propagator of the fields. So

we see that the Lagrangian of our example is not yet complete,

because it has no terms quadratic in the W-fields. The simplest

expression which is gauge invariant and contains terms quadrat-

ic in the W-fields is -JGa Ga , where we have:

G a = 3 W a - 3 W a + g f . W b W C

yv u v v v abc u v

The factor -J is a normalization factor. The Lagrangian of our

example now reads

-(D - JGa Ga

.'• Il

-.*

We are now faced by a serious problem, due to the fact

that the part of £ quadratic in the W-fields has no inverse. We

will give here only the prescription to solve this problem, so

that one ends up with well-defined Feynman rules,

(i) Add a so-called gauge breaking or gauge fixing term -JF

to the Lagrangian, in such a way that the part quadratic

in the W-fields does now have an inverse. The set of func-

tions F„ depend on the fields (for instance linearly, al-
a

though a quadratic dependence is also allowed) and must

not be gauge invariant.

(ii) Determine the behaviour of the functions F under a gauge

transformation up to first order in the gauge parameters

V
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Fa "* Fa + MabAb •

Such a transformation is called an infinitesimal gauge

transformation and the transformation properties of F
cl

can be obtained most easily from the infinitesimal gauge

transformations of the fields:

(1 " i

= -3 A + g fM a ° abcWuAb

The matrix M . is in general field-dependent,

(iii) The Lagrangian from which the Feynman rules can now be

derived is given by:

£ ' £inv " K + e«M«b"b '

where «CJ_V is the gauge invariant Lagrangian, which in

our example reads:

£. , = -JGa Ga

m v * yv uv - (D

The complex fields £ and nK are the Faddeev-Popov ghost

fields. These fields are unphysical, so that only closed

loops are allowed, and obey the statistics of Fermi

fields, yielding an extra minus sign for every closed

ghost loop.

The Lagrangian given under (iii) describes massless vector

boson fields. We cannot bluntly insert a term -M WaWa, because it
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violates gauge invariance. There exists however a gauge invari-

ant way of generating a mass for the W-fields, known as the

Higgs-Kibble mechanism. We will not go into this here, but in

chapter III it is outlined how this method works for a gauge

model based upon the group SU(2).

3. Path integrals and functional techniques

Generating functionals and functional integrals are often

used in field theories. An example is the path integral expres-

sion for the generating functional of Green's functions.

As in section 2 we start from the expression for the

Lagrangian and add to it source terms for the fields:

£ = £ +£. + J. A. - £. +J.*. ,
o int ivi inv i*i '

where the Lagrangian is split up into a quadratic part £ and

the interaction part •£•_«.• The action is defined as the inte-

gral over all space-time of the Lagrangian without source terms:

The functional W(J) is defined as:

W(J) u*

where D* has to be interpreted as a functional integration over

all field configurations $(x). Using the decomposition of £ we

can write
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W(J) = exp (J)

where W (J) is given by

*• w o(J) •

*~ To evaluate the expression for W (J), we write:

iJYJ

By making an appropriate shift of variables, we can write W (J)

as:

W0(J) = C exp[Zo(J)] ,

where C is a source-independent constant and Z (J) is given by:

ZQ(J)
,-1

As we will see, the constant C is irrelevant.

In gauge theories the above scheme does not work, because

the matrix M.. has no inverse. Moreover, the Lagrangian £(<(>) is

invariant under a group of transformations of the fields $. So,

it seems superfluous to consider in addition to some value of

the field $ z ^ ' all other values of <t>, which can be obtained

from <f> *• ' by any gauge transformation. If we would do so, we

integrate a constant function <£($) over an infinite domain. For

this reason we should not be too surprised that the path inte-

gral expression for W(J), as defined above, has no meaning in
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gauge theories. It is therefore necessary to modify the inte-

grand in such a way that we integrate only over one element out

of each class of ^-values, which are connected with each other

by gauge transformations. Modifying the integrand goes now as

follows: the integration over D<|> is split up into an integra-

tion over one element out of each class (specified by some

value of the gauge parameter A) and an integration over all

possible values of A:

f*\

dA .

The expression for W(J) can now be written as:

W(J) exp[Jj$d
4xj .

We define physical sources in such a way that the product Jiji is

gauge invariant. Then the above expression for W(J) reads:

|D*
Aexp[|(4:inv(O+J

phyS*)d4x]fdA .

The integration over all possible gauges yields an infinite,

source-independent constant, which is irrelevant, that is: we

get the same physical results from the functional W(J), defined

by:

W(J)

Up to now we have not yet given a precise mathematical meaning

of what we mean by D*A. What we mean by D*A is that we choose
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some value for the gauge parameter A, say A = A*- ' (yielding a

value ^ ' for every equivalence class of <|>-values), and inte-

grate over all possible values of

D<(1
A = D *

.(0).

f:

We can also formulate the constraint for A in terms of the

fields <t>, say:

where X„ is a constant. We get for

«[FaU)-Aa] det — f - ^

The same result would have been obtained if we had taken a dif-

ferent value for A . We therefore integrate over all possible

values of A , with a suitably chosen weight function, mostly

taken to be exp -JA . The expression for W(J) now reads:

W(J) det
T

Suppose that the behaviour of Fa(<|>) under an infinitesimal gauge

transformation is given by:

We can then write:
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exp[jeaMab(*)nbd
4x] .

This follows from the functional integration properties oi fer-

mion fields. The fields £ and n, obeying the same statistics as

fermi-fields, are called the Faddeev-Popov ghosts. So we obtain

as a result the expression for the functional W(J) for gauge

theories:

W(J) exp[|(£ J*}d4x] .

The n-point Green's function is now defined as:

G(n)Cx1,...,xn)
6nW(J)

<5J(xn)
J=0

From this expression it is easy to prove that the connected

n-point Green's function is given by:

6nZ(J)

where the functional Z(J) is defined as:

exp[Z(J)] .

Let us define the field *(x) as:

*(x)
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The functional r(*) - often called the Legendre transform of

Z(J) - is defined as:

TO) = Z(J) - J* ,

where in the rhs J has to be interpreted as a function of «:

J(x) Kill

A proper or one-particle-irreducible (1PI) graph is a graph

which cannot be split up in two distinct parts by cutting one

internal line. It is straightforward to prove that r(*) is the

generating functional for proper n-point graphs:

In first approximation (tree-approximation) r(*) is equal

to the action:

\

rtree(*)

hence it is often called the effective action. Its transforma-

tion properties under gauge transformations will be studied in

great detail in chapter II. There we will also outline how a

generalization of the effective action, very suitable for

studying gauge theories, can be defined.
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4. Dimensional regularization

In calculating Feynman diagrams one encounters integrals

over closed loops. For one closed loop (the case we will mostly

be dealing with in this thesis), such integrals are of the

form:

f(p)

where f(p) is some polynomial in p and a is a positive integer.

If the integral diverges, one has to use seme regularization

method.

For gauge theories the so-called dimensional regulariza-

tion method is very suitable, because it does not destroy the

invariance properties of the Lagrangian. In this method a para-

meter n (the dimensionality of space-time) is defined in the

following way: d p •*• dnp. Integrals as the one above are now

calculated for those values of n for which the result does not

diverge and one takes the analytic continuation of this result

for those values of n for which the original integral has no

meaning. The physical result is obtained in the limit n-+4. By

a suitably chosen subtraction procedure, the limit n-•4 yields

a finite result.

As already mentioned, the elegance of this method lies in

the fact that the gauge invariance properties of the theory are

not affected.
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CHAPTER II

SLAVNOV-TAYLOR IDENTITIES FOR THE EFFECTIVE ACTION

1. Introduction

The Slavnov-Taylor identities for one-particle-irreducible

or proper vertices were first derived by B.W. Lee 111. On the

basis of these identities the proof of renormalizability of

gauge theories could be simplified considerably 12,31. Also it

can be shown in a more elegant and rigorous way that the renor-

malized S-matrix is independent of the particular gauge chosen

[4,5] .

In 1975 Becchi, Rouet and Stora [6] showed that the

Lagrangian for gauge theories, including the gauge breaking

term and the ghost Lagrangian, was invariant under a set of

global, nonlinear transformations of the fields (including the

ghost fields), now known as the Becchi-Rouet-Stora (B.R.S.)

transformations. These transformations are of the same type as

the so-called supersymmetry transformations, mixing bosons and

fermions. Using these B.R.S. transformations it can be shown

[2,5] that the derivation of the Slavnov-Taylor identities

becomes much simpler.

The main purpose of this chapter is to investigate the

gauge invariance of the effective action on the basis of the

B.R.S. transformations.

In section 3 we will derive the Slavnov-Taylor identities

for non-Abelian gauge theories. Although the derivation will be
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1 tailored to the case of bose-fields, the generalization to the

jjgl case where there are also fermi-fields present is straightfor-

'&• ward and does not present any difficulties [7]. (This will also

|£ become clear In chapter III, where we will discuss a model
'£'•'

£•;; which includes lepton fields).

s'.: In section 4 the invariance properties of the effective

Ï action and the group structure of the symmetry transformations

'.. will be discussed. It will be shown that there exists a large

discrepancy between the transformation properties in the tree-

approximation (where for instance the generators are linear in

the fields and form a closed algebra) and for the full theory.

Nonlinear effects arise, suggesting that the algebra of the

transformations is not closed, although the commutator of two

. transformations is still an invariance. Also some relevant

Slavnov-Taylor identities will be given, on the basis of which

we will discuss in more detail the nonlinear effects and the

properties of the algebra of the symmetry generators.

Section 5 will be devoted to a diagrammatic analysis of

the Slavnov-Taylor identities. We will give a systematic method

of writing all the functionals appearing in the Slavnov-Taylor

identities for proper vertices in terms of sets of diagrams.

This method will turn out to be very useful in carrying out

explicit calculations.

In the last section of this chapter we will focus our

attention on the renormalizability of spontaneously broken

gauge field theories, using the Slavnov-Taylor identities for

proper vertices. Moreover, we will give an explicit relation

between the divergent parts of the gauge transformations and the

wave function-, coupling constant- and mass renormalization
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constants.

Before we proceed, however, an outline of the notations

and conventions used throughout this thesis will be presented

in section 2.

2. Notations and conventions

In discussing gauge field theories it is most convenient

to introduce a compact notation for all the variables and

indices, labeling the fields under consideration. In this

respect we follow very closely the notation of ref. 18]. All

matter fields will be denoted by <t>., where the index i stands

for space-time variables x = (x,t), Lorentz indices and group

indices. So, if $• is a vector field we have: <j>. = Wa(x),

whereas for a scalar field: $• = K (x). Repeated indices imply

summation and/or integration. For example:

*? = fd4x { I W*(x)Wa(x) • I Ka(x)K (x) + ....} .

The Faddeev-Popov ghost fields will be denoted by e and n ,
3. a

where the index a stands for both space-time variables and

group index: £a s Sa(x).

Infinitesimal local gauge transformations are given by

(D

The generators Da(<|>) of the gauge transformations, as defined

in (1), satisfy the group structure equation:
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Dj "
(2)

?•-•

|;

.&-'.

The coefficients f , in the rhs of equation (2) are the struc-

ture constants of the symmetry group. We shall always take a

real basis for the fields <$>.. This implies that the coefficients

s.. in (1) are real and anti-symmetric in i and j.

In this thesis only linear gauge breaking terms Fa(<tO are

considered. The function F (<|>) will be parameterized as follows:

(3)

Generalization to nonlinear gauges is straightforward [2].

The action invariant under the transformations (1) will be

denoted by S. ($)• The action describing the interactions of

the ghost fields is written as

ghost (4)

where the matrix M L(<(0 can be determined from the transforma-

tion properties of F (if), that is:
3.

(5a)

In our case of a linear gauge breaking term F (<j>), equation (5a)

yields:

(5b)

*
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?*l

The Feynman rules of the theory are now defined by the total

action

stotu,e,n) = sinv(*) - (6)

where we introduced a gauge parameter a.

The invariance properties of the theory are summarized by

öSinv(*> (7)

In this thesis path integrals will always be written down

in Euclidean space. For a discussion one is referred to refs.

[9] and [10] and references cited therein.

The metric used throughout this study is

a,, = (a,a.) = (a.ia ) ,

where a and a are real quantities. So we have:

a«b = a b = a-S + a.b. = a«S - a b . Complex conjugation of a

four-vector a is defined as:

v

(a>a«p .

For the Y~matrices we have, with y- = y.

0 -io.

io. 0
Y4

1 0

0 -1

0 -1

-1 0

where the Pauli matrices a- are defined as
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i O 3 O -1

3. Slavnov-Taylor identities

The Slavnov-Taylor identities for gauge theories can be

derived in several ways. Our method follows closely refs. 12]

and [5] .

The starting point is the path integral expression for the

generating functional W of Green's functions. In this section

no distinction will be made between matter fields $. and the

ghost fields £ and n . Therefore, sources are introduced both

for the matter fields as well as for the ghost fields.

The idea of Becchi, Rouet and Stora [6] now was to find ."

transformation for all the fields, which leaves the action

S t Q ($ ,C»n), as defined by expression (6), invariant. This

transformation is given by

t'*

6 na = "I fabc nb nc a x

(8a)

(8b)

(8c)

The infinitesimal, space-time independent parameter &\ is an

element of a Grassman algebra. This means for instance:

.,x. 0. For a detailed discussion of the properties of

Grassman algebras see ref. [11]. We will not discuss in this

thesis local B.R.S. transformations, these being only realiza-

ble in a curved space and hence implying a theory including
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gravity [12]. The parameter 5A anti-commutes with the ghost

fields.

The transformations for $• and n are nonlinear, as can be
1 3

seen from (8a) and (8b). Therefore we introduce in the defini-

tion of W sources for the field operators 0. » D. (.$)n„ and

°a ^abcnbr|c* Tnese operators are gauge invariant

The sources for the fields $., £„, n and the operators 0.

and 0o will be denoted by respectively J., $_, 6\, K- and L .
3 J. 3 3 1 3

The expression for the generating functional W of Green's func-

tions is then given by:

W(J,B,?,K,L)

(9)

Because the integration measure DfD^ün is invariant under a B.R.S.

transformation [5], the only change in (9) comes from the source

terms, giving rise to the following Slavnov-Taylor identity

6 (10)

The generalized generating functional Z of connected Green's

functions is defined by: W * exp(Z). Because all terms in (10)

are linear differential operators, Z satisfies the same equation

as W:

e 0 . (11)

Note that the step from (10) to (11) can only be made for linear
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i

gauge functions. For nonlinear gauges, it is most convenient to

introduce a source term for Fo [2] .

The generating functional r of proper vertices is obtained

by applying a Legendre transformation with respect to J^, Ba

and 6Q to Z [13] :
a

r(*,e,n,K,L) - Z(j,e,B,K,L) - (12)

where we have defined:

•i
5Z

6Z

6Z

(13a)

(13b)

(13c)

r will be called the generalized effective action. In defini-

tion (12) of r we have to read J,, Ba and ? o as functions of

•i' K' "a' Ki and La :

JL.
6*.

fin
a

ar

a

(13d)

(13e)

(13f)

Substitution of (12) and (13) into (11) yields the Slavnov-

Taylor identity for r
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• •

where we wrote again £ and n instead of £ and n .
3 3. 3 3

The identity (14) can be simplified by making use of the

so-called equation of motion for the ghost field ?„. This equa-

tion is obtained by performing the transformation £„ •* £ + 6£
3 3 3

to (9) for constant <S£ . This yields:
3

or equivalently, by substituting M„b(*) = F*Dj($):

W(J,S,6,K,L) - 0 .

The equation for Z = In W reads:

-a 6Z
o .

Using (12) and (13) we find in terms of r the following form of

the equation of motion for the £ -field:
3

ór , ca 6? (15)

Next we eliminate from r the gauge breaking term - J-

r(*,c,n,K,L) - r(»,5,n,K,L) - (16)
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Subsrituting (15) and (16) back into (14) we find, writing

again r instead of r:

6V _ÓT_
0 . (17a)

Notice that equation (15) i-emains valid for the new functional

defined in (16), that is we still have:

sr = na «r
Ha

 Fi 6Ki
(17b)

Equations (10), (11) and (17) are the Slavnov-Taylor iden-

tities for respectively the functionals W, Z and r. These equa-

tions express the gauge invariance properties of the various

generating functionals. In the next section we will investigate

the invariance structure of the generalized effective action.

In appendix A it is shown how to obtain from equation (10) the

more familiar form of the Slavnov-Taylor identities for Green's

functions.

4. The invariance structure of the generalized effective action

The invariance properties of the generalized effective

action r will be analysed on the basis of equations (17a) and

(17b). As in appendix A we introduce an object Ng called ghost

number for every field and source. Because Ng(r) * 0, we can

make the following expansion for r:
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,ab.

„abc. (18)

An immediate consequence of (17b) is that there exists a rela-

tion between the functional of a term in the rhs of (18) con-

taining one or more C-fields (like rab(*)) and the correspond-

ing term, obtained from the previously mentioned one by

replacing all g-fields by sources K (in the example considered:

To give some examples:

rab(»)

rfbc(#)

(19a)

(19b)

(19c)

Note that equation (19a) is the generalization of (5a) and (5b),

The symmetry of r as expressed by equation (17b) can also be

translated as follows: r does not have an expansion in g and

K. separately, but in the combined variable M. - K. + F?£o:
X 1 1 X 3

r(*,0,n,M,L) . (20)

Using (20) we can now rewrite the expansion (18) as:
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n*i i n i n i n
ee

+ l l L . . I
_ S i n . i z n j i b , D_n* i i n

r b r * b n ; a r # a 2 n n ..n
a1 a2n

(21)

n+2m

where we have replaced M- again by K.. If we now substitute
n1 n2 n3(21) into (17a) and collect terms proportional to K L n

(with n, * n- + 2n, + 1)» we get a series of Slavnov-Taylor iden-

tities for every choice of n1 ̂  * 0,1,2,etc. The most interest-

ing cases will be listed below.

The choice n.. * n, * 0 yields the invariance equation for

the physical effective action rQ(»):

(22a)

Equation (22a) is the generalization of (7) and was first

derived by B.W. Lee (1,3], as can be verified by explicit cal-

culation of the functional ra(«) (see appendix B). Taking n1 *1

and n-* 0 yields the generalization of the group structure

equation (2):

«rb

c a b r i rab

.
(22b)

The third and last equation of particular interest is obtained

by taking n1 • 0 and n2 * 1, yielding the generalization of the

Jacobi identity for the structure constants:

„b 6rebc - 5 ec r ï ^ r aed + cyclic (bed) - rfcd £ i (22c)
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Equation (22a) implies that the physical effective action rQ is

invariant under the following infinitesimal local gauge trans-

formations :
t%\

6». = rf(*)A (23)

The group structure of the transformations (23) is determined by

equations (22b) and (22c). Consider the set of generators {r?}.

The commutator D? of two r's is given by the r.h.s. of (22b),

from which we see that the gauge algebra is not closed, because

,abof the term r. .6ro/6«. . This term, however, is again an mva-
ab .riance transformation of r , since r,. is anti-symmetric in i

and j. Including this transformation into the original set and

calculating all possible commutators, we create a transformation of

the form V?.c 61" /6«. , which is again an invariance of r , due

to the anti-symmetry of V under the change i**j. By repeating the

procedure, as sketched above, we generate an infinite set of

local invariance transformations of the type:

A 6ro
n l "n ij 6*.

(24)

where V is anti-symmetric in i«»j and A stands for a set of

group indices.

Analogous complications arise in gauge theories of super gravity,

where the conventionally quantized action (that is with a term

quadratic in the ghost fields) is not invariant under B.R.S.

transformations. This is due to the fact that the gauge algebra

of the B.R.S. transformations is only closed up to terms propor-
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tional to the field equations, like in equation (22b). One then

has to add a term quavtia in the ghost fields to the action and

similar terms to the B.R.S. transformations to lestore gauge

invariance(28J. These techniques can be generalized for any clas-

sical action, whose gauge algebra is not closed, and in this way

a new quantized action can be defined, which is invariant under

a generalization of the B.R.S. transformations! 14].The expres-

sion for this new quantized action can be obtained from (21) by

setting K- - Fa£ = F- and L « 0 :
X X 3 X

s = r (25)

The action (25) is invariant under the following transformations:

6*.
_6T_

6K, K-F;L-0
K + I ] î

n'2 Cn-1)!ni x

. ...F. x

X r?1?2"'fn n. ..n_ }Ai i i a a
(2b)

«n. sr
K«?;L-0

, i„abc _,_ r 1
n*3 n!(n-2)I

XT. ...V. raa1a2?3'"-?n
a1 an

}A

(27)

This can be proven by sustituting (21) into (17a) and putting

K * V and L * 0 in the end.
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?»'

To display in more detail the structure of the Slavnov-

Taylor identities (22a,b,c) we consider in the remainder of

this section these identities up to a given order in the cou-

pling-constant g. To be more specific, we consider (22a,b,c) up

to order g . In this approximation we have the following expan-

sion for the effective action:

f*

Sinv(*} (28)

Vijk*iVk

ij V j

TT

IT

3T

(29)

(30)

Y„.-4 and Y„.,-^ are respectively the one- and
O,1J O,IJ

In equation (30) yj:}}. and yj:2},
o,ij o,ij

two-loop contributejns to the two-point function; Y . -I, is the
O > IJ K

one-loop contribution to the three-point function, etc.

The expansion for the generator r* reads:

Dj(#)

tf

(31)

(32)

j k * j * k . (33)

The structure function rabc(») is expanded as

cabc (34)
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f a b c " g c a b c

g\ a b c CO) •

(35)

(36)

The l a s t f u n c t i o n a l we n e e d t o e x p a n d i s r . - ( 4 )

(37)

Some remarks with respect to the equations (28) - (37) are in

order. First we want to stress that the dependence on the cou-

pling constant g is written out explicitly. The expansion coef-

ficients like V.., Y»!--» Yf(O), etc. are independent of the

ij o,ij l

coupling constant. Secondly, the tree-approximations of the

functionals r (*), ra(*) and rahc(*)
 a r e respectively given by

Sin,rC*)» DT(*) an<1 W - The functional r.. (*) is zero in the
HIV X 3 DC 11

tree-approximation. Up to the order considered, the functional
^ c (*) can be put equal to zero, because it is of the order

g5

Using the expressions (28) - (37) we will rewrite the

Slavnov-Taylor identities (22a,b,c). The tree-approximations of

these identities are obtained by substituting the lowest order

expressions of the various functionals:

(22a) • D?(*)

fi Df(

"i

(22b) •
6<t. -6T— D?(*)

** fabefecd + £acefedb + £ade£ebc

(38)

(39)

(40)

• • !
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So, in the tree-approximation the Slavnov-Taylor identities

(22a,b,c) reduce to equations (2), (7) and the Jacobi identity.

If we new substitute (38) - (40) back into (22a,b,c), we get

the following Slavnov-Taylor identities:

i
ffinv a
6*i

 Yi
U (41)

SJrï -(.-»)-
= £abcYi +

ab o (42)

abed
i

in

, 6 Y j
c y c l i c i n (43)

Consider first the identity (41). Substituting the expansions

(28) - (33) we find the following four identities.

o

Terms ~ g * ;

4

Terms ~ g * ;

(44)

taY(2). + a = 0. (45) }
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t.
i

Terms ~ g <S

f, v^
ïk'o

f1)
' i j k i;kvij = 0.

(46)

+ v ^ - V . , + V ? , V . . + Y ? V . . , +
' i ; j ï k ü . ' i ; k i j l ' i ; J l i j k

? , V . - + Y ? - V - , = 0 .
i ; k n i j y i ; £ j v i k

(47)

? . , V .
i ; j k i

The group structure equation (42) yields the following two

identities.

Terms ~ g

Terms ~ g $ ;

{ tj

(48)

• C a b c ^ ; k
 + Y a b c ( 0 ) af k * V a b c ; k t? * Ti

a?CO)Vjk. (49)
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The generalized Jacobi identity (43) can be writte.n as:

Yabe(0)cecd + cyclic(bcd) • cyclic(bcd)

(50)

In the tree-approximation the gauge invariance of the

theory is summarized by equations (38) - (40) and looks quite

simple,due to the fact that D?(*) is linear and fauc is a con-

stant. However, if we go beyond the tree-approximation the

invariance structure becomes much more complicated. We already

discussed the properties of the algebra of the symmetry genera-

tors.

Moreover, the generator r? of the group transformations is

no longer linear, but has an infinite series expansion in *.

This is also true for the structure function r . , being no

longer a constant.

Also, new terms, such as r̂ j? Sro/fi*- in (22b), appear in

the Slavnov-Taylor identities if we go beyond the tree-approxi-

mation.

All this indicates that the gauge invariance properties of

the theory are displayed in a rather complicated form in the

Slavnov-Taylor identities for the physical effective action r .
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5. üiagrammatic analysis of the Slavnov-Taylor identities

To analyse Slavnov-Taylor identities like (22a,b,c) one

needs a method for calculating the functionals ra- , r . , etc.

There are essentially two ways of doing this,

(i) Functional methods

The expressions for ra etc. are given by:

?-*!

gh=0

6 ,
'abc1

rabf § - L-
o <SK. 6K.
a J 1

gh=O

r

(5U)

C51bj

C51c)

gh=O

etc., where "| h=0" stands for: K = L = ? = n = 0 . The

calculations are straightforward but rather cumbersome and

lengthy. For that reason we will not use this method in

this thesis (see appendix B ) .

(ii) Diagrammatic methods

A systematic way of writing the functionals r? etc. in

terms of (one-particle-irreducible) diagrams is outlined

below and as an example of how the method works it is

applied to ra , appearing in the Slavnov-Taylor identity

(22c).

Step 1

Identify all the indices of the functional; some corre-

spond to incoming ghost lines, others to sources which can

be either K or L. A source L absorbs two ghost lines, a

source K absorbs one ghost line and one *-line.
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Example

Consider r. . It has three incoming ghost lines, one

L-source and one K-source. We can now draw the following

diagram.

f*\

Step 2

Leave out for the moment the sources and treat the lines,

absorbed by these sources, as external lines. Consider now

the Green's function, denoted by a square box, for the

given set of external lines.

Example

Step 3

Decompose this Green's function into a sum of all possible

sets of connected Green's functions, denoted by empty

circles.
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Example

:::: --£} ' *-
" N -o-

-o-
a -O

Step 4

Introduce the sources again and connect the external lines

in all possible ways to these sources.

Example

X —»

.-o-—
'-O--
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ra
<Q '-•O

.-o-—

•-o—

Step 5

All diagrams which become one-particle-irreducible by the

procedure outlined in step 4 contribute to the diagram-

matic expression for the functional.

Example

T-O—-

The brackets stand for only the 1PI diagrams. The cases

II and IV yield no contributions.
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In the final expression one has to sum over all possible

distributions of the ghost indices over the incoming ghost

lines. We want to stress that by the procedure outlined above

we do not really determine the functionals r?, rdbc> etc., but

only the loop contributions -y?» Ya\)C» etc. For some functionals

the diagrainmatic expansions are given in fig. 11-1.

~* + w

y*-

fig. II-l. (a) Diagrammatic expression for y.. (b) and (c) Dia-

grammatic expansions for respectively y . and T^..

Finally we want to make some remarks.

(a) A shaded blob, as in fig. 11-1(b), stands for the sum of

all one-particle-irreducible diagrams.
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(b) The expressions for the sources are:

(c) The expansions , as shown in fig. II-1, are in fact the

functionals evaluated at *=0. The terms linear, quadratic,

etc. in * can be obtained by inserting one, two or more

*-lines. Consider for instance:

The constant term Ya(0) is shown in fig. 11-1(a). The dia-

grams, contributing to y?mi, are shown in fig. ll-Z.
1 »J

fig. JI-2. Diügrams contributing to the linear term y^. • i
•-> 3

the expansion of ya.(Q).

in

6. Renormalization

The question of the renormalizability of non-abelian gauge

theories has been discussed by many authors US-19]. The first

proofs were based on the Slavnov-Taylor identities for Green's

functions. Later proofs made use of the Slavnov-Taylor identi-

ties for proper vertices 12,3]. In this section we will give a

proof of the renormalizability of non-abelian gauge theories,

which follows largely the proof given in [5].

One of the reasons for considering the question of
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renormalizability here again is due to the fact that the proof

in [5] suffers from some inconsistencies. For example: the num-

ber of renormalization constants is smaller than the number of

independent coefficients determining the divergent part of the

generalized effective action. A second reason is that one can

give a complete description of the divergent parts of the

generalized gauge transformations r?(*) and of the structure

functions r K C(*) in terms of the renormalization constants for

r.

For simplicity we tailor our discussion to the model of

ref. [20]. This model has as a gauge group the Lie group SU(2)

and describes the coupling of vector bosons (gauge fields) W.

to scalar mesons K («=1,2,3,4). The field K develops a vacuum

expectation value (v.e.v.) f- We consider the case that only K.

develops a v.e.v. The usual procedure is now to introduce new

scalar fields, having zero v.e.v.:

Ka E n»a for a=1,2,3

K4 E Z • f .

(54a)

(54b)

This so-called Higgs-Kibble formalism gives a mass to the

vector bosons W. [21-23]. See for an extensive review [4,24,25]

The proof or renormalizability of gauge theories now pro-

ceeds along the following lines. Let us scale the fields,

sources, masses and coupling constant according to

?**
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g - (X/Z|Z)g

M = M + 6M

m = m + 6m (55)

In (55) g is the coupling constant, M the mass of the vector

bosons W. and the Goldstone particles i|i , and m is the mass of
1 a

the Higgs particle Z.

The claim of renormalizability is that T, defined by

r(*,e,n,K,L;g,M,m) - r(*,C,n,K,L;g,M,m) , (56)

is a finite functional of its arguments(*,...;g...)• We will

give a proof of this claim by induction. Suppose that (48) holds

up to the (n-1)-loop approximation. This means that up to this

order all divergences are removed by the redefinition (55) and

that the renormalization constants have been determined up to

the (n-1)-loop contributions:

n-1

k-1
-(k)(e) etc. (57)

where E stands for some cut-off parameter (for instance e * n-4

in the dimensional regularization scheme). We now have to show

that by a suitable choice of the coefficients Z>n^(e) etc., all

divergences disappear in the n-loop approximation.
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We introduce the following notation:

r, • r- (58)

The S.T. identity (17a) for r can now be written as

r • r = o . (59)

We expand r loop-wise; up to the n-loop approximation we have

n

Jo (60)

where rrn-. is given by

r(0) * Sinv + «aMab"b + KiDï"a + *Lafabc"b"c ' (61)

Substituting (60) into (59) we find

n-1
r(0) * r(n) + r(n) 9 r(0) * " j j , r(k) * r(n-k)

(62)

The rhs of (62) is finite by our induction assumption. In the

lhs of (62) all divergences are removed up to (n-1) loops.

So we are left with the overall n-loop divergences:

,div
r(0) r(0)

,div
} (63)

Introducing the differential operators 0. and 0,, defined as

i 6*i a Ö T 1a
(64a)
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fir, «r,
i 6K 6La

(64b)

we can write (63) as

(65)

The most general solution of equation (65) can be written as

,div
OH(*,5,n,K,L) , (66)

where 0 • 0. +0, and G($) is a gauge invariant functional:

(67)

For a proof of (66) we refer to 126] and [271 .

We are now faced with the question of how to choose G and H.

There are two criteria:

(a) { r , . } d i v must be local;

(b) {f(n)}
 1V must be of dimension four.

We have: D(K) - D(L) = 2 • D(0) - 1 and D(H) - 3.

From Ng(r) * 0 and Ng(O) » +1 we have: Ng(H) • -1. This leads

to the following most general expression for H:

B3K4dc4dFcd uana ' (68)

c4dwhere d « . is a gauge invariant parameter (like s ). Because

of (67), the most general expression for G is
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(69)

where S. is the gauge part of S. , S, = -j(DK ) - V and V is

the scalar potential. We investigate G1 = a.|S. + a^S- first.

Because S.. has the following scaling behaviour:

S,(W;g) (70)

we have

C71)

The scaling behaviour of S2 is given by:

S2(iC,Z,W;g,f) = \ S2(g#,gZ,gW;1,gf)
g

(72)

Note that S_ also satisfies:

6S, 6S,
** • n *

8
Wi JÏÏT " 8 "fig" •

Equations (72) and (73) yield for S2:

S2(*,Z,K;gtf) - \ L •£-
 + Z A + f -h) S2(#,Z.W;gf)

(73)

(74)

For the scalar potential V we have:

V * \ m 3V/3m (75)
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Equations (71), (74) and (75) yield the following expression

for G:

G =
• i 6W, 'a ói|i.

(76)

In appendix C we prove that (76) can be written as:

a i (W i WT
z A + M A

'ab

Üü r
(0) • (77)

Moreover it is shown in appendix C thatvthe second term OH in

(66) can be written as:

OH = e1 (Wi WT

where d is given by

6Z

(78)

(79)
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î
 Substituting (77) and (78) into (66) we find for { r ( n ) }

d l v

Ï

- * La « ) •
X 3-

Z-5r +

•i- + n -5-1 +SC_ a 6r

si

ab

- J ^ r(0) . (80)

From (80) it follows that the counterterms have the same struc

ture as the bare action.

If we now renormalize as indicated in (55) and choose the

renormalization constants to be given by

(n) .

6Z

"i

,(n)
s

(n)

. j z((n)

(81)

we see that (r,- •>} 1 V is eliminated.
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Remarks

(a) We introduced 7 renormalization constants, namely

' Zj, Zs, Z, 6Z, X, 6M and 6m.

We have also introduced 7 coefficients, namely

a1> a2» a 3 ' B1' e 2 ' e3 and Y'

which are independent, as can be seen from (81).

(b) In ref. [5] there are 5 renormalization constants

(no <5M and 6m), but 6 coefficients (no a 3 ) .

The only consistent choice seems to be a, = o^» but

there is no a priori reason why the gauge part S.. and

the scalar part S, should renormalize in the same way.

The only way out of course is to take along mass

renormalization, as we did in this section.

We are now in the position to analyse the divergent parts

of the gauge transformations and other functionals. For the

gauge transformations we have

idiv

<5na «K
f \div

6n

gh=O

W- 6 + i Z

(x-Z-JZ^g ^ + 6M

(82)

We dropped in (82) the label (n) on the renormalization constants.
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From this we find:

ab, div
Z tab - xg s a b c WcI

fa. ƒ a4\'

P ƒ abV
f 1Y I= -(Z j - 1Z 6Z

- xg(sabc s a b 4 Z) .

An analogous calculation shows:

1 d i v

| f
f 1 d

\Yabc| fabc •

6M) tab

(83a)

(83b)

(83c)

(83d)

From (83) it follows that not only the counter terms for the

effective action, but also the counter terms for r? and r .

have the same structure as the bare quantities. Moreover we see

that only the functionals r? and r . need to be renormalized,

their divergent parts being completely determined by the

renormalization constant.
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Appendix A

I .

To obtain the Slavnov-Taylor identities for Green's func-

tions we start from equation (10)

0 . (A-1)

We define for every field and source an object Ng called ghost

number [5] : Ng(<tO = Ng(J) = 0

Ng(n) = Ng(e) = +1

Ng(«) = Ng(I) = Ng(K) = -1

Ng(L) = -2 .

The functional W has Ng(W) = 0, so that we can make the follow-

ing expansion:

W(J,6,6,K,L) = WQ(J) (A-2)

Substituting (A-2) into (A-1) and collecting terms proportional

to B gives

(A-3)

From the expression for W we find for W
Q(J), W?(J) and Wflb(J):

WQ(J)

Wa(J)

Wab(J)

exp

(A-4)

(A-5)

(A-6)
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From (A-5) and (A-6) follows

£ Moreover, the following identity holds:

or equivalently

Substituting (A-7) and (A-9) into (A-3) we find:

(A-7)

(A-8)

(A-9)

(A-10)

which is the Slavnov-Taylor identity for Green's functions.

There exists a much simpler way of deriving (A-10), by

using B.R.S. transformations, than is outlined in this appendix

(see also [2,5]). It goes as follows.

The Lagrangian for gauge theories can be written as:

where we have included ghost sources for convenience.

Consider a Green's function with n external i(>-lines and 1 exter-

nal 5-ghost line. This Green's function must be equal to zero,

[ that is:
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An empty circle stands for the total Green's function.

We now apply a B.R.S. transformation

6ri

= " F

The only change in £ comes from the source terms

£ + £• = £ + JiD̂ (,),)na6X + Fa6a6X - J ?afabcnbnc<5* . (A-13)

Also for the new Lagrangian £' equation (A-12) must hold, so we

have, to first order in SA:

rrSr^ = 0 (A-14)

which is the diagrammatic analog of (A-10).
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Appendix B

To show how the functional method works, we calculate ra(*),

given by

rf(#) 6na «K.
(B-1)

gh=0

Consider the parameter Q, which can be either K- or L . Because

Q is not involved in the Legendre transformation (12), we have:

«Q
3Z (B-2)

where |£ means that the fields *,€,n and the source K (if Q=L)

or L (if Q=K) are kept fixed, whereas I means that the sources

J,e,F and K (if Q=L) or L (if Q=K) are kept fixed.

Using (B-2) we find after some algebraic manipulations:

62Z (B-3)

We now differentiate (B-3) with respect to n and set all

fields and sources having a non-zero ghost number, equal to

zero. This yields for r?(*):

gh=0

(B-4)

gh=0

where the second term in the rhs of (B-4) is the expression for
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Jab<The functionals X..(«) and GoK(*) are defined as

62Z

62Z

(B-5a)

(B-5b)

gh«O

The functionals X.. and G . evaluated at *=0 are the full

propagators of respectively the *-field and the ghost field.

The inverses XT. and G~. are given by
1J 3D

62r

gh-0

gh-0

(B-6a)

(B-6b)

?'*

The following relation holds between the connected 3-point

Green's function and the 1PI 3-point vertex:

k̂j übdüec
63r

gh-0

(B-7)

Substituting (B-7) and (B-6b) into the expression for y^ gives:

-ïjXJk(«)Gbc(.) (B-8)

The functional

„ca,., _ 6 r

gh*0

appearing in (B-8), is the generating functional for proper
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vertices with at least one *-line and two ghost lines.

From (B-8) we infer that Y^(*) coincides with the expres-

sion first derived by B.W. Lee in [1]. From the definitions of

X, G and rjja and the expression (B-8) for >?(*), we find a

diagrammatic expression for Yj(*) as shown in fig. B-1.

fig. B-l. Diagrammatic expression for the functional

If the definition of the functional involves more than one

source differentiation, one has to use the generalization of

equation (B-2). In the case of two source differentiations we

have (with P and Q either K or L):

6
IP

62Z 62r 62Z

«V7
62Z 52r

(B-9)

The effect of the last three terms in the rhs of (B-9) is to

subtract all the IP-reducible parts from the first term, as can

be verified for instance by the explicit calculation of r?j by

the method outlined in this appendix.
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Appendix C

In this appendix we will derive expressions (77) and (78)

of section 6. The expression for r, > can be written as

(o) Kt,g)
 + S2(#,Z,W;g,f) +

,b4d

The following identities hold:

6S, fiS-

6WT

6S, 6T,
8 <sg g «g

W

(C-1)

(C-2a)

From (C-2a,b) we find:

Wi «W.
I c -
6gJS1 fig 'a 5l.a 4 6K4

ab I F " '(o) ' (C-5)

Along the same lines we derive:

\ A* z rz * f
f

62 + f IT +

"K " K " Fab

(C-4)
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We also need

dm = m 6m
(C-5)

f «I

If we now substitute (C-3), (C-4) and (C-5) into (76) of section

(6) and use f 6/óf = M 6/óM - g 6/ög, we get:

T^— + Z -^ + M
a

- H<V«2)g -gg - 1 «3™ si (o)

U s i n g (64 ) and ( 6 8 ) , we f i n d f o r OH:

(C-6)

[or <sr (o) J_
4 6Z

&r

e 3 d K4

6Z 6K,

K 4 Z } +

«r

[°I +

(C-7)
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To rewrite the expression (C-7) for OH we use the so-called

equations of motions for ? and n :

sv 6r (o)
'a 65,

(C-8a)

a 6r a on

(C-8b)

Substituting (C-8a,b) into (C-7), we get after some algebraic

manipulations:

OH

(o)

(C-9)
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CHAPTER III

A SIMPLE MODEL

1. Introduction

'its

Chapter II of this thesis was devoted to an investigation

of some general symmetry properties of gauge theories, espe-

cially the invariance structure of the effective action. In

this chapter these general ideas will be applied to a simple

SU(2) gauge model. The Lagrangian of this model will be intro-

duced in section 2, where we will also briefly outline several

aspects, like the Higgs-Kibble mechanism, already touched upon

in section 2 of chapter I. Some renormalization properties of

our model are discussed in section 3. Finite one-loop effects

will be the subject of the remainder of this chapter. We will

be especially interested in the behaviour of our model in a

certain limit, the so-called large Higgï-msss-squared limit.

In section 4 we will give an algorithm which determines the

leading order behaviour of one-loop Feynman diagrams in the

limit of the Higgs mass becoming large. A first example of how

the model behaves in the limit mentioned above is treated in

section 5, where we consider finite one-loop corrections to the

renormalization constants and the effect of these corrections

to scalar-lepton interactions. In section 6 we consider other

finite one-loop effects to that part of the effective action,

describing the interactions between scalar and lepton particles.

In the last section of this chapter we give a discussion of the
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results found in sections 5 and 6 and how these results can be

understood in terms of the Slavnov-Taylor identities obeyed by

the effective action of our model.

2. The Lagrangian of the model

In this chapter we use as an example an SU(2) gauge model,

already discussed in ref. [11 and [21. The i.iodel can be obtained

from the Weinberg model [3,4,5] in the limit of both the elec-

tric charge e and the Weinberg angle 6 going to zero, whereas

the weak interaction coupling constant g = e/sin e is kept

fixed.

The fields in the model are a triplet W a of vector bosons,

a scalar doublet K = £o , a lefthanded doublet L + = \^\ of

leptons (which we choose for convenience to be the electron and

its neutrino) and a righthanded electron singlet R = e„. The

interactions between the vector bosons and the other fields are

determined by the co-variant derivatives. The interactions

between the scalars and leptons are desribed by the following

invariant Lagrangian:

£int = " G ( R K + L + + L+K R) . (1)

The invariant Lagrangian is then given by:

f v
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£ — £ + £ + £ + £inv gauge scalar lepton int

= - 1 Ga Ga - (D K)+D K - V(K+K)
pv pv p p

- L+Y D L+ - R y 3 R - G(E K
+L +• L+K R) , (2)

where we have defined (with T being the Pauli spin matrices)

3 P < - 3 v < + 8 fabcWp< (3)

D K =
P

(4)

VCK+K) = p K+K + I A(K+K)2 (5)

(3 - ]ig T Wa)Lx .v i t v a p + (6)

A mass is given to the vector bosons and the electron by the

so-called Higgs-Kibble mechanism: the scalar field K acquires a

non-zero vacuum expectation value (v.e.v.)

(7)

The scalar field K is now parameterized as

/I

f
/Z Z + F/I- i

(8)

From now on the Lagrangian will be expressed in terms of the

fields iji (Goldstone particles or Higgs-Kibble ghosts) and the
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field Z (physical Higgs particle). These fields have a vanishing

v.e.v. The Higgs-Kibble formalism yields the following masses

for the various particles:

M = M = gF//l : vector boson mass

me = GF : electron mass

n_ = m = /2T F : Higgs mass .

(9a)

(9b)

(9c)

We are now in a position to specify the gauge fixing function

F , which is chosen as
a.

Fa - " M ""a • (10)

This is the so-called "'t Hooft-gauge". In most cases it is

convenient to choose K = n = +1. In order to find from (10) the

ghost Lagrangian, we must determine the behaviour of F under

infinitesimal gauge transformations

Fa - Fa + (mab (11)

The ghost Lagrangian is then given by

Xghost = 5a(mab (12)

The infinitesimal gauge transformations leaving the Lagrangian

(2) invariant are given by
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k < = - 8 A. • g «abcWjAb (13a)

6Z = 8 *aAa

F
= . M A a + i g

6L+ = - 1 ig A T L+

6R = O .

g Z A,

(13b)

(13c)

(13d)

(13e)

If we substitute (13) into (10), we find that the matrices

and *_!., as defined by (11), are given by

mab 3ab
(14a)

<ab M MZ5 ab " (14b)

For the total Lagrangian of our model we now find (in the case

K = n x 1 ) the following expression

1 C ^ j. P
2 ha x ghost

" e

m 2Z 2

• m e e e

W
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1 g M w¥z - l g2»V(

a g M Z(Z 2 + t a « g ) " I a

2 M g ' 1 Z ]

" 1W (Z e e + i

+ J i g W|J[v Y y ( 1 + Y 5 ) v - ë Y u ( 1 + Y 5 ) e ]

M ^c ' * 8 M «a^ (15)

2 2where we introduced o = m /4M and

6 • u + X F 2 .

Note that B=0 in lowest order [1].

The Feynman rules corresponding to the Lagrangian (15) are

listed in appendix A.

3. Renormalization

In this section we consider the renormalization due to

one-loop infinities. How the renormalization procedure works

for our model is outlined in detail in ref. [1]• The model in

ref. [1] differs in this respect from our model in that no

leptons are present. For simplicity we will also not consider
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leptons in this section. The fields, masses and coupling con-

stant are renormalized as

W* = (1 +Z(e))Wa

f; Z ( 1 + Z S ( E ) Z + < 5 Z ( e )

g = ( 1 + x ( e )

m * m + ó m ( c )

M - M + 6 M ( e )

- Z ( e ) -

(16)

F r o m r e f . [ 1 ] w e i n f e r ( w i t h n = g / 8 i r e , r. = n - 4 a n d < = n = 1 J

19
T T

I n
6Z(e) 3a

- n

= n

6M(e)

6m(e) «(-¥•§)•
(17)

The divergent parts of y-(*) and Yaj,c(*) can be calculated,

using the Feynman rules as defined in appendix A of this chap-

ter. Consider as an example Y„K (O). Diagrams contributing to

Yab(0) are shown in fig. III-1.

fig. III-l. Diagrams contributing to y ,fOJ
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Up to terms of order e we find for

fQ
dx ln A " fQ

dCeu + ln * + 2 f Q
d x ln

where C , is Euler's constant and u, , are defined as
ell I 9 L

2 = M 2 + x(1-x)p2

2 = x m 2 + (1-x)M2 * x(1-x)p2

dx ln vt

(18)

(19a)

(19b)

From (18) we find

, div I n M n tab (20)

However, in chapter II, section 6 we derived a general expres-

sion for the divergent parts of the gauge transformations in

terms of the renormalization constants. From this general

expression (equation (83) in section 6 of chapter II) and rela-

tion (17) of this section we find for the divergent part of

, div
M R m^ ab

- - 1 n tab (21)

in agreement with (20) , which was found by explicit calcula-

tion. The same analysis as given above for the coefficient

Yajj(O) can be carried through for the other divergent coeffi-

cients ya (0), Y a^ C, etc. We find that expression (83) of

chapter II is indeed correct and in agreement with the results

obtained by explicit calculations.
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4. The leading order behaviour of one loop diagrams

In the remainder of this chapter we will investigate the

behaviour of our model if finite one loop corrections are taken

into account. We are especially interested in the limit of the

Higgs maas becoming large, that is : a ~ m /M > 1. One reason

for considering this limit is that very.few diagrams show a

2 2 2leading order behaviour proportional to g m /M .A second

reason is that weak interactions might have a second threshold

at energies in the range of 300-600 GeV. The limit of large-

Higgs-mass-squared might be relevant in that respect [2].

The method of calculating diagrams to leading order in

2 2 2g m /M is outlined in appendix D of ref.[2].Moreover there exists

a simple algorithm determining the leading order behaviour of

one loop diagrams. Consider a one loop diagram with N vertices

(and therefore also N propagators). The number of internal Higgs

lines is equal to a, so there are B = N-o non- Higgs propagators.

We consider of course only the non-trivial case a > 1 and N > 2.

The number of momentum - dependent vertices is equal to y. < N.

The parameter Y is defined as: y = |YI for Yi even and

y = H Y , - 1 ) f°r Y, odd.

Dafine s as the number of pure scalar vertices. We have the

following inequality between N, Y1 and s: s + Y1 < N.

The leading order behaviour of a diagram is parameterized as:

.2,a (an m2/M2)b
(22)

The following theorem holds:
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< N-2

N-2

N-1

a = 1

o > 2

: a=s-o , b»O

: a=s-a , b=1

: a=s , b=1

: a=s+v-N+2 , b=0

a < 3 : a=s+Y-N+2 , b=1

r N-o < Y < N-3 : a*s+Y-N+2 , b=0

o > 3 •

Y > N-2 : a=s+Y"N+2 , b=1

It should be emphasized that the above theorem only holds for

one loop diagrams.

S. Radiative corrections to the renormalization constants

As an example of finite one loop corrections we consider the

interactions between scalars and leptons. These interactions are

described by JC. t , as defined by expression (5) in section 2 of

this chapter. Written out in terms of the fields Z, ty , e and v,

this Lagrangian is given by:

8eXint - - — ( Z e e + i *3 e Y5 e

v ( 6a1 + i 6a2 )

mee e
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This Lagrangian is invariant under the following gauge trans-

formations:

«o Z - 1 g V a

«o * a = - M * a + i g eab(.i|>cAb " * g Z Aa

«o e = - 1 ig P + l ( 6 a 1 + i 6 a 2 ) v - fia3elAa

60 v = - i ig P+[ 6a3v + (6 a 1 - i« a 2 )e ]A a (24)

1 ig [(«a1 - ifia2)v - 5a3ëlP_A

i ig [ «a3v + (6oa1

a

- a

We have added an index 0 to the gauge transformations (24} to

indicate that radiative corrections have not yet been taken into

account. In this section we consider one loop corrections to the

wave function-, coupling constant- and mass renormalization

constants to leading order with respect to the Higgs mass and

we raise the question of how the Lagrangian (23) and the gauge-

transformations (24) are effected by these finite corrections.

We have to determine those finite radiative corrections propor-

tional to g2m2/M2. From ref.[2 ) it follows that:

(a) the parameters g and m are unaffected to leading order with

respect to the Higgs mass;

(b) the vector boson mass M and the wave function renormalizations
2 2 2of Z and it do get corrections proportional to g m /M ,

a

but there is no correction to leading order to the wave

function renormalization of W .

In appendix B of ref.[2] the following results are obtained:
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ab = iir2 2 2 .
g m 6uv6ab

ab k2aab

ïl

(25a)

(25b)

(25c)

where J_ is given by:

(25d)

The expressions (25) give rise to the following propagators:

**~O-̂  -^ (26a)

^-</ i(2n)4 k^+Mz(1+e1) (1+e
3)

(26b)

i(2ir)4 k2+ m2
(26c)

_2
where m in (26c) is the mass of the Higgs particle including

finite radiative corrections (determined by ^ i n (25c)).

The parameters e^ (i-1,2,3) in (26) can be determined from (25)

and are given by:

128*^ M*
(27a)

e2 "
m 2

 (3

M2" ^

T/3-. (27b)
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Note that the wave function renormalization constant e, of the

Goldstone particle equals the mass renormalization constant e,

of the vector boson. The wave function renormalizations change

the kinetic part of ^irv in the following manner:

Z ) 2 - (28)

We now redefine the fields Z and * as
cl

such that the kinematic part of ^inv is given by:

(29a)

(29b)

(30)

We also renormalize the vector boson mass:

M (31)

We now express £in+ , given by (23) , in terms of Z, *„, and M

'int

lUL

rint (32)

where £ i n t stands for the original interaction Lagrangian , but

expressed in terms of Ï , *a , and M , while &£int is given by:

A*int e e
2M

(33a)
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The coefficient e0 in (33a) is given by:

(33b)

p

To investigate the behaviour of £. under gauge transformations

we express the original gauge transformations (24) in terms of Z

and M :
ty

«R Z = «0Z * «1Z

6R V

(34a)

(34b)

where 6 has already been defined in (24) and 6j is given by:

= -Jg Ka a

eo"Z A a

(35a)

(35b)

The transformations of the leptons are unaffected, that is:

&1e 6jë = \J = 0. We now determine the behaviour of

n

X. under the gauge transformations (34):

'ïnt «o'ïnt

6orint 6iA£int
(36)

The first term in the r.h.s. of (36) is zero by the definitions

of 60 and Z\nt • The last term in the r.h.s. of (36) can be

neglected , because it is of the order g . So we get:
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R int o int 1 int

gm _ _ _
= ~ eolïg *aAae e + Z Jig{ (6a1-i6a,)vSa1-i«a2)

' 6a3 e } Aa ]

2M

(57)

IJ

If we now investigate in the above expression for 6J, the

terms which are proportional to j e e, Z ê e, Z e v and Zv e

we find:

(38)

Can we interpret the result (38)?

Consider the gauge invariance equation for the physical effective

action. In the one loop approximation , this equation can be

written as (see equation (41) of chapter II):

1
(39)

i

Equation (39) describes the gauge invariance properties of the

theory if one loop effects are taken into account. The structure

of this equation is much more complicated than the analogous

equation for the invariant Lagrangian, which has the property

T.'ff
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that each part is in itself an invariant object. That is, we do

not only have the equation D? sJ-inv/
s*>i = °» b u t a l s o t n e s a m e

equation for £ g a u g e > * s c a l a r , ' l e p t o n and X. n t. We could say

that there is no mixing between the various parts of £;nv- There

is, however, no apriori reason for this non-mixing property to

remain valid if we go beyond the tree-approximation. Therefore,

we cannot restrict ourselves to that part of the invariant La-

grangian describing the interactions between scalars and leptons

only, as we did in this section. Although equation [38) holds,

we have to be more systematic and take into account all terms

of the form K Tl , contributing to the l.h.s. of equation (39),

where K stands for either Z or ty and % for either e or v. In
a a

this section we have up to now considered the effect on ^in* °£

finite corrections to the renormalization constants to leading

order in the Higgs mass. What other effects have to be taken

into account?

^.< t(a) First of all there are proper graphs contributing to

which are not present in £•-.*. (like Zip Xi) . Such terms
llli cl

contribute to the first term in the l.h.s. of (39).

(b) Secondly, there are one loop corrections to the original

gauge transformations D. , which are not coming from finite

corrections to the renormalization constants. These

corrections contribute to the second term in the l.h.s. of

equation (39).

(c) There are also new one loop contributions to the gauge

transformations y » which are not present in the tree

approximation and contribute to the second term in the l.h.s.

of (39).

(d) In *"he fourth place, there are one loop corrections to

i
"i
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JC. , not coming from finite corrections to the renormali-

zation constants, and which contribute to the first term

in the l.h.s. of (39).

The effects due to the cases (a)-(d) are investigated in the next

section.

6. Other finite one loop contributions

Let us first consider the case (d) of the previous section.

As an example we consider one loop corrections to the Zee- vertex.

N i W

Fig.III-2. Proper Zee-graph.

In the one loop approximation and to leading order in the Higgs

mass we are looking for contributions proportional to g m m /M

This puts the following restrictions on the diagrams, which

might possibly contribute:

(a) there can be only one scalar-lepton and one pure scalar

vertex;

(b) the diagram can have no internal Higgs line.

It is obvious from the Feynmanrules as given in appendix A that

there exist no diagrams satisfying these restrictions. The same

reasoning holds for the other scalar-lepton proper vertices and

the selfenergies of the electron'and the neutrino. So we conclude

that the case (d) gives no contributions proportional to m .
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Let us next consider the case (a). Proper scalar-lepton three-

point vertices, not already present in -C^nt»
 are ruled out for

the same reasons as in the case (d). So, the only possibility are

proper four-point scalar-lepton vertices, which contribute to the

first term in the l.h.s. of (39). We are considering this equation

4 4

up to the order g . A proper four-point vertex is of the order g .

This implies that one of the external lines must have a constant,

g-independent term in the generator D.. Therefore, one of the

external lines must be a Goldstone particle. If both the external

lines were to represent Goldstone particles the diagram should

have one or more internal Higgs propagators in order to yield a

factor m . The diagram can however have no internal Higgs line,

because in that case it does not show the desired behaviour

to leading order in the Higgs mass. The only possibilities left

are those proper four-point scalar-lepton vertices with one

external Goldstone line and one external Higgs line, as shown

in fig. III-3.

Fig. III-3. Proper four-point scalar-lepton graph. A solid line

can either represent an electron or a neutrino.

There are now three classes of proper diagrams contributing to

a4 n a
V , differing from each other by the number of internal

lepton lines.
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|:.V Class I

Class II

\

Class III

In the above diagrams a solid line can either be a W-, i|>- or

Z-line. Because we are interested in diagrams proportional to
4 2 4g m m /M , only diagrams of class I contribute. The diagrams of

class II and III always have two scalar-lepton vertices, yielding

a factor Cm /M) . Further restrictions on the diagrams of class I

are:

(a) there can be no internal Higgs line, because this would give
2-1 2 2 2a reduction by a factor (m ) or (an m /M )/m ;

(b) the two internal lines attached to the lepton string must be

one vector boson- and one Goldstone line;

(c) the vertex to which the external Higgs line is attached must
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•t*l

¥:•

>.

be a pure scalar vertex; due to restriction (a) this vertex

can only be of the type as shown in fig.III-4a.

From the restrictions (a)-(c) we conclude that the structure of

the non-leptonic part of the diagram must be as shown in fig.III-

4b.

Fig. III-4.

•'•• 1 1

The final result is that , because of the two different orien-

tations that the lepton string can have and the £wo different

a4 a sileptons in our model, at most four diagrams contribute to r .

As can be easily verified, only two diagrams survive, owing to

the gauge invariance structure of our model. The diagrams

contributing to ra4ee and r
a 4 e v are shown in fig. II1-5.

^

.1
• |

•i

Fig.III-5. Diagrams (a) and (b) contribute to ra4ee, (a) and id)

to r a 4 i\
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The expressions for r and r are, to leading order in the

Higgs mass, given by:

,a4ee me
1NT

6a3 Z 1|'aeY5e

_ 4 m
,a4ev = -i - S — ? a -f (6a1+ióa,)*aZ

1 2 8 T I ^
3ar-LOa2^ai

(40a)

(40b)

From (40b) we find for ra4ve .

ra4ve _

M

Technical details of the calculation can be found in appendix B.

There are no contributions to leading order in the Higgs mass

to r v v , because only lefthanded neutrino's enter into our

model. We now find the following contribution to the first term

in the l.h.s. of (39):

pa4ee+ ra4ev+ ra4ve.
-i

in 2
-£» z[ ó

(41)

where we introduced v, = J(1 +Yc) v >

The next possibility we want to investigate is the case (b), that

is the finite parts of Y a b(0), Y a 4 ; b , Y a b ; 4 and Y a b ; c . The

coefficient YabCO) has already been calculated in section 3 of

this chapter and is given by expression (18). From this expression

2 2
we see that the finite part is proportional to Jln(m /M ) to

leading order in the Higgs mass. The theorem of section 4 shows
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2 2/M )2 2
that also y ., and Y O K . _ have at most a Jtn(m /M ) leading order

a4 ,D 3D,C
behaviour. However, the coefficient Yab.4 is, to leading order,

proportional to m . The diagrams contributing to

in fig.IH-6.

are shown

f N

T

III-6. (a) Diagrams aontributing to

diagram aontributing to

W

w
. (bj Leading order

By explicit calculation we find:

•"ab; 4
(42)

For technical details of the calculation we refer again to appen-

dix B of this chapter. We now get the following contribution

to the second term in the l.h.s. of equation (39):
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2Ü

m 26 m

M NF
(6 ri6 )v,e - (6al aZ L 1al >) e vL l Aa

(43)

We added a prime to 61 in order to distinguish it from the one

loop contributions coming from finite corrections to the renor-

malization constants.

Finally we have to investigate the case (c) of section 5. Many

possible contributions, which can apriori not be excluded, have

to be investigated, analogous to case (a). We will only give the

final result: the only contributions in the gauge transformations

a4 'anwhich contribute are of the form y ' . In combination with the

term -\m 1 in ̂ i n v » these coefficients give contributions of

the desired leading order behaviour. Note, that we have here an

example of what we called "mixing" in section 5. The leading
r% A • ft n

order diagrams for the coefficients y ' are listed in

fig. III-7.

Ir

w
Fig. III-?, (a) Leading order diagrams for y ' .(bj Leading

order diagrams for y ' .
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a 4 * Jï, JZ,
The expressions for y * are given by:

ï

ï":

= .
4 m_e

M

^1,

1 + Y 5 )

e Y 5 e

a4;ve _
4 m

e (6 -i« ,)v(1-v5)e
a l a b

(6 -i« ,
IT al a"

(44a)

(44b)

(44c)

Again there is to leading order in the Higgs mass no contribu-

tion to Y
a 4 » v v . The contribution to the l.h.s. of (39) is

then given by:

128TT2 M 3

-
Z [6 . eYse

a 3

(45)

We have now calculated all the terms contributing to the l.h.s.

of the invariance equation (39). These contributions are given

by the expressions (41), (43) and (45). Taking everything

together we find indeed that they add up to zero, that is:

[ (41) + (43) + (45) ) = 0 (46)

In this section we have verified explicitly that the invariance

equation (39) is satisfied for our model. In the next section we

discuss the results as summarized by the equations (38) and (46).
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7. Slavnov-Taylor identities and gauge invariance

In the two previous sections of this chapter we investigated

in a certain approximation the gauge invariance properties of the

effective action of our model. In particular we looked at that part

of the effective action describing the interactions between sca-

lars and leptons. In section 5 we found that if we restricted

ourselves to those contributions to the invariance equation for

the effective action, generated by finite corrections to the

renormalization constants, these contributions added up to zero.

We also introduced in section 5 the concept of "mixing", meaning

that it does not have to be true that the various parts of the

effective action are seperately invariant, as they are in the

tree-approximation. Indeed we found that mixing occured: a term

2 2
in r s c a l a r i nemely the term -\m 1 , mixes withe terms in

r. t . It was also shown in section 6 that r. . contains proper

graphs, which were not present in the tree-approximation, with

the desired leading order behaviour as a function of the Higgs

mass. Moreover we found in section 6 that the contributions to

the invariance equation of the effective action, which were

neglected in section 5, cancel against each other. There now

remain two important questions to be answered.

(A) Why do the contributions to the invariance equation (39) due

to finite corrections to the renormalization constants add

up to zero, as was shown in section 5?

(B) Why do the contributions to the invariance equation (39),

as discussed in section 6, cancel against each other?

The questions (A) and (B) will be the main subject in this

section

t'S
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First we discuss question (A). Due to finite corrections we re-

define fields, masses and the coupling constant as follows:

e

v

M

me

(1+r.,) Z1

(l+r3) e'

(1+r4) v'

(ltr5) M'

(1+r6> mè
(1+r?) g'

(47)

The renormalization constants r,, r. and r, are determined by

the electron- and neutrino self energies. It is easy to verify

that these constants can be put equal to zero to leading order

in the Higgs mass. The renormalization constant r7 is determined

by the one loop corrections to the three-point W-vertex and is

2 2
proportional to £n(m /M ) [ 2] . So it can be neglected in our

approximation. We are now left with the following redefinitions:

M

(1+r,) Z'

( I T 2 ) •;

(1+r5) M'

(48)

We now write £int> as defined by (23), in terms of the renorma-

lized variables:

'int
,R
'int 'int 'int

(49a)

where £int is the same function as £. t , but now expressed in
int
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terms of the primed variables and AJ^nt. is given by

AJC
go»

int - £ [ aZ 'ëe
2M

(49b)

The parameters a and b in (49b) are given by:

a

b

r1 " r5

r2 " r5

(49c)

(49d)

The effect of the redefinitions (48b) on the gauge transforma-

tions can be written as :

SlZ (50a)

(50b)

where the one loop radiative corrections are given by:

(r2-rs)M'A4

(51a)

(51b)

The change in •c£nt due to the gauge transformations (51) is

equal to:

VVint V**int> (52)
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We then find the following result:

5R£int 0 « (53)

Explicit calculation indeed shows: r, • rs 12 J . See also section

5. Can the result r, • r,. also be derived from more fundamental

principles? The answer to this question is affirmative, as will

be shown below. Consider the Slavnov-Taylor identity (44) of

section 4 of chapter II:

(54)

In identity (54) the index j is choosen to represent a vector

boson field. To leading order in the Higgs mass (54) then reads:

tac(p,q) (55a)

or equivalently:

ab, ab, (55b)

The identity (55b) relates the W-ip transition vertex to the V-

selfenergy. An identical relation between the W-<J transition

and the ^-selfenergy can be obtained by taking the index j in

(54) to represent a Goldstone field. We then get the following

identity to leading order in the Higgs mass:
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YO;ab (q) (56)

From the identities (55b) and (56) we find to leading order in

the Higgs mass the following relation between the selfenergies

of the vector boson and the Goldstone particle:

rO;ab00
k k
V V

a b (57)

If we now recall the definitions of the renormalization constants

r, and r_ , as given LV (48), the identity (57) yields:

r5 (58)

p

We conclude that the result fiiy£int
 = 0 is a direct consequence

of the gauge invariance structure of the physical effective

action. Moreover we want to stress that the value of r1 is

irrelevant. This is in agreement with the fact that the Slavnov-

Taylor identity (54) does not give any information about the

renormalization constant r-.

We next turn to the problem raised in question (B) at the begin-

ning of this section. Consider the Slavnov-Taylor identity (47)

in section 4 of chapter II:

(59)
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In (59) we choose the index j to represent a Higgs particle,

while the indeces kand I stand for an in- and outgoing lepton.

To leading order in the Higgs mass we then find, using the

theorem of section 4 :

ab b4 ££ ab;4.,
Y VK7, + y V = *0

V44 U
C60)

The first term in the l.h.s. of (60) is a shorthand notation for

expression (41) in section 6 of this chapter. The remaining two

terms in the l.h.s. of (60) represent respectively expressions

(43) and (45) of the previous section. This shows that the expres-

sions (46) and (60) are identical. So, again we find that the

cancellations occuring in section 6 are an immediate consequence

of the gauge invariance properties of the effective action.
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!i: Appendix A

In. this appendix we give the Feynmanrules corresponding to

the Lagrangian (15) of chapter III.

g Propagators

W-propagator

Vertices

k2
+M

2-

6ab
k2Hl2-

1
k2

+m
2-

-iyk+m

ie

ie

ie

e

-ie

-ivk

iji-propagator

Z-propagator

electron propagator

neutrino propagator

ghost propagator
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sQ.

üg«a b(p-q)a

-6ogM
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-6

-86 ab

-(2M/g)6
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6ac6bd

- 2 gM6ab

abc

j
• •? .
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2M

gm

2M

-i
4M

4M

ligYp(1*Y5)C«al-i«a2)

JigYp(1+Y5)(«a1+i«a2)

The momenta are all taken to be ingoing. The Feynmanrules

include a factor [i(2») ] for every propagator and a factor

I»
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i(2") for each vertex. There is moreover an extra minussign for

every closed ghost- and lepton loop.

| From the gauge transformations of \1a,ty and Z we get the following

! source vertices:

7* x- - <"» .ab

> - - - i

--—3

•6abM

6 abc uv

abc

.ab

.abc

abc

7*
ab

ab

,ab4

a4b

The gauge transformations of the leptons generate the following

source vertices (with P = ](1±vs)):

= s ae v

= sae e

't-
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.av v

.av e

i

.ae v

7V »U.-^-i

Appendix B

a3 P
+

— Sae e

av v

s s av e

a4eeConsider the proper four-point graph r . The leading

order contributions are shown in the figure below.

Fig. Bl. Diagrams determining the leading order contributions

to ra4ie.
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Using the Feynman rules of appendix B we find:

"«'
r+IT]

/dns
(1-Y5)sv(s+k-p-q)i

S2[ (s-p)2+M2][ (s+t)2+M2][ (s-p-q)2+M2)

(B-1)

3.4 PP

We are interested in that part of r containing no deriva-

tives. This means that we have to determine the momentum inde-

pendent part of the above integrals. Using y y s s = ${y ,y }s s
2 3.4G6

=6 s s » s , we see that the expression for r simplifies

to:
a 4 e e (B-2)

where J is given by:

(S2+M2)3 (M2)3 *nr(3)
(B-3a)

i,2 for n»4
2M

(B-3b)

[ Dividing by i(2-rr) yields the following expression for ra

a4?e
a3a 3

(B-4)
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SAMENVATTING

In een quantum veldentheorie worden elementaire deeltjes

gerepresenteerd door plaats- en tijdafhankelijke veldoperatoren.

De interakties tussen de deeltjes worden beschreven door de Lagran-

giaan, een funktie van de velden en de eerste orde afgeleiden.

Uitgaande van de Lagrangiaan kunnen rekenregels, de zgn. Feynman-

regels, worden gedefinieerd, aan de hand waarvan het mogelijk is

allerlei fysische processen tussen elemetaire deeltjes te bere-

kenen m.b.v. een storingsreeks. De moeilijkheid doet zich nu voor,

dat de storingsreeks voor de meeste fysische grootheden diver-

geert. Het is dan noodzakelijk een voorschrift (renormalisatie-

procedure) te vinden, dat deze oneindigheden opheft. Dit blijkt
rr

mogelijk te zijn voor veldentheorieën met een lokale ijkinvari-

antie, d.w.z. theorieën waarvan de Lagrangiaan invariant is

onder een groep van kontinue transformaties van de velden. Een

van de bekenste voorbeelden is de elektro-magnetische wissel-

werking, die invariant is onder transformaties van de groep

U(T).

In 1954 generaliseerden Yang en Kills het principe van lo-

kale ijkinvariantie voor een model, dat invariant was onder de

groep SU(2). Dit vormde ondermeer de aanleiding voor het ont-

staan van het idee, dat ook de andere wisselwerkingen tussen

elementaire deeltjes zouden kunnen worden beschreven door een

veldentheorie, waarvan de Lagrangiaan invariant is onder trans-

formaties van een ijkgroep.

In 1967 slaagde Weinberg erin een model te konstrueren, ge-

baseerd op de groep SU(2)xU(1), dat een beschrijving geeft van

zowel de elektro-magnetische als de zwakke wisselwerkingen.
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It

De renormaliseerbaarheid van dit soort theorieën werd in 1971

bewezen door 't Hooft.

De symmetrie-eigenschappen van de Lagrangiaan spelen een be-

langrijke rol bij het bewijzen van o.a. renormalisatie en unita-

riteit. Van bijzonder groot belang zijn de gegeneraliseerde Ward-

of Slavnov-Taylor identiteiten. Zij geven een beknopte mathema-

tische formulering van de ijkinvariantie in termen van relaties

tussen Greense funkties. Echter, bij de analyse van bijv. de

renormalisatieprocedure, gebruikt men in het algemeen een voor-

schrift in termen van zgn. irreducibele vertices. Het is dan ook

noodzakelijk informatie over irreducibele vertices af te leiden

uit de identiteiten voor Greense funkties. Het is duidelijk dat

deze bewijzen aanzienlijk vereenvoudigd zouden kunnen worden, in-

dien de ijkinvariantie direkt vertaald kan worden in relaties tus-

sen irreducibele vertices zelf. Dit blijkt inderdaad het geval te

zijn, zoals door B.W. Lee werd aangetoond.

Teneinde in staat te zijn de identiteiten voor irreducibele

vertices af te leiden is het noodzakelijk een genererende funktio-
ir

naai voor deze vertices te definiëren. Deze funktionaal wordt vaak

de effektieve aktie genoemd, omdat zij een direkte generalisatie

is van en in laagste orde gelijk is aan de aktie. In hoofdstuk II

van dit proefschrift worden de Slavnov-Taylor identiteiten voor
ti

ijktheorieen afgeleid en in het bijzonder wordt aandacht besteed

aan de identiteiten voor irreducibele vertices. Een nauwkeurige

analyse van de groepsstruktuur voor de effektieve aktie laat zien,

dat de algebra van de symmetry-generatoren niet gesloten is. Soort-
ii

gelijke komplikaties treden op in ijkveldtheorieen van supergra-

vitatie. In paragraaf 4 van hoofdstuk II wordt dit nader uitge-

werkt. In paragraaf 5 wordt een methode besproken om de verschil-

, » • •

•r*.
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lende funktionalen, zoals de generatoren van de symmetrietrans-

formaties voor de effektieve aktie en de struktuurfunkties van

de algebra, met behulp van diagramtechnieken te berekenen. De
it

renormalisatie van spontaan gebroken, niet Abelse ijktheorieen

komt in paragraaf 6 aan de orde, waarbij tevens zal worden in-

gegaan op de relatie tussen de divergenties van de effektieve

aktie enerzijds en van de ijktransformaties en struktuurfun-

kties anderzijds.

De algemene theorie, zoals behandeld in hoofdstuk II, zal

in hoofdstuk III toegepast worden op een eenvoudig model met

vektorbosonen,skalaire deeltjes en leptonen en dat gebaseerd

is op de groep SU(2). In het bijzonder zal aandacht worden be-

steed aan eindige een-loop korrekties en de samenhang daarvan

met de ijkinvariantie struktuur van de effektieve aktie.

In hoofdstuk I van dit proefschrift zal een korte uiteen-

zetting worden gegeven van de inhoud van ijkveltheorieen en

enkele methoden, die veelvuldig in de veldentheorie gebruikt

worden.

.fs
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